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Become a �rst-rate sex athlete who 
can satisfy all her desires

 

GROW'er or SHOW'er

Over time very few things have been measured and
compared as much as the male “gear”. Is it growing or
showing, and how does the transformation from an
earthworm to an anaconda happen... Is it big enough,
just enough, enduring enough... If you don't already
know the di�erence, then I’d quickly like to tell you
what a shower and a grower is. A shower is a penis that
is larger than average when it’s �accid but doesn’t
grow to become larger than a normally sized penis
when erect. A grower is the opposite - a penis that isn’t
large in its �accid state but grows to a normal size
when erect.
12 percent grows by a third or less. And 7 percent
doubles its size when it goes from �accid to erect
condition.

LET’S TRAIN!

One type is no better than the other – what really
matters is how it is used.
7 minutes is the average of how long a man can keep
going before he explodes!
Unfortunately, this is rarely enough to get her orgasm
going. It takes more time. Fortunately, it’s possible to
train one's penis with the purpose of achieving greater
endurance. On the next page, you’ll �nd 3 small tasks.
If you perform these on a daily basis for a minimum of
30 days, you will experience a turn of events in your
stamina.
So just get going with the training - you get so much
pleasure out of it both during, and, not to mention,
after the training when your partner joins you in
playtime...
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